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About This Game

LineDash is an Arcade-oriented game that doubles as a procedural player-controlled multimedia sculpture.

The basic gameplay is extremely simple, and only requires two buttons: The left click of your mouse will drop lines from the
sky, while the right click will make those lines dash forward.

As the pace of the opposition gets faster and the line start splitting and crossing Line/Dash becomes a hypnotic and ever-
changing visual experience. And you can also get high scores and stuff if you really lean that way!

WARNING

Lots of contrasting bright colors, if you have problems with that stuff maybe don't play it

Controller Support

The game is fully playable with a controller after setting it up in the initial launcher. It will still need keybord/mouse
support to get through the launcher
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What a great game! simple and addictive lilke tetris... just five more minutes and 1 hour has gone playing!
Totally worth the price it costs.. I'm sure some will enjoy this game, I personally just couldn't get into it. I wouldn't reccomend it
but I can't really discourage it's purchase either. There are likely better games to be bought.. Games like Line\/Dash are my
favorite. They're simple to learn, tough to master and continue to make you say "one more time...". Fun little dexterity-based
game.. well, maybe I am the only one but....
watafa* is this?
it's still running
but the app...is nowhere
and the problem... I AM NOT FUC**** ABLE TO UNINSTALL IT!
watafaq?. I play that while waiting for the matchmaking in Team Fortress 2 to complete. Simple game, but incredibly addictive
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A very interesting abstract game.

1)
You left click to make an arrow fall down from the top left corner of the screen.

2)
You right click to make the arrow (or arrows) turn right, (e.g. towards the right side of the screen).

3) If you hit an "enemy", the line gets split in two (so that it's now two arrows going up and down.
  GOTO 2

 I think the game is sold at a very low price, too! Just watch a video! I'm sure you'll like it! :)

I just wish the Arcade Mode started a bit "harder", but I guess the current pace is ok to fit a wider audience.. well, maybe I am
the only one but....
watafa* is this?
it's still running
but the app...is nowhere
and the problem... I AM NOT FUC**** ABLE TO UNINSTALL IT!
watafaq?. A very interesting abstract game.

1)
You left click to make an arrow fall down from the top left corner of the screen.

2)
You right click to make the arrow (or arrows) turn right, (e.g. towards the right side of the screen).

3) If you hit an "enemy", the line gets split in two (so that it's now two arrows going up and down.
  GOTO 2

 I think the game is sold at a very low price, too! Just watch a video! I'm sure you'll like it! :)

I just wish the Arcade Mode started a bit "harder", but I guess the current pace is ok to fit a wider audience.. What a great
game! simple and addictive lilke tetris... just five more minutes and 1 hour has gone playing!
Totally worth the price it costs.. COME FOR THE LINE \/ STAY FOR THE DASH. The whole game is visibile in the preview
video: it's a challenge between you, time, and squares- those damn squares, how much I hate them!
Very addictive.

SPOILER: at sometime in the end, you'll lose.
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